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This concise encyclopedic reference profiles more than 800 British poets
THE WORLD’S MOST FAMOUS DETECTIVE, AS YOU’VE NEVER SEEN HIM BEFORE! This is Sherlock Holmes as
you’ve never seen him before: as an architect in a sleepy Australian town, as a gentleman in seventeenth-century
Worcestershire, as a precocious school girl in a modern British comprehensive. He’s dodging his rent in the squalid
rooms of the notorious Chelsea Hotel in ’68, and preventing a bloody war between the terrible Lords Wizard of a world of
fantasy. Editor David Thomas Moore brings together the finest of celebrated and new talent in SF and Fantasy to create
a spectrum of Holmes stories that will confound everything you ever thought you knew about the world’s greatest
detective. Featuring fourteen original stories by Adrian Tchaikovsky, Emma Newman, Gini Koch, Guy Adams, Ian
Edginton, James Lovegrove, Glen Mehn, Jamie Wyman, JE Cohen, Jenni Hill, Joan de la Haye, Kaaron Warren, Kasey
Lansdale and Kelly Hale.
What is Global Studies, and how does it relate to globalization? Responding to this frequently asked question, Manfred B.
Steger and Amentahru Wahlrab provide the first comprehensive overview of this emerging field. Authoritative and
accessible, this primer speaks to students and instructors interested not only in key theories but also in applied teaching
and learning programs designed to educate "global citizens" to meet the concrete challenges of the twenty-first century.
Linking the influential arguments of major thinkers in Global Studies to their own framework, the authors discuss the
"Four Pillars of Global Studies": globalization, transdisciplinarity, space and time, and critical thinking. The book, with
instructive appendix materials, will appeal to readers seeking a deeper understanding of Global Studies—one of the most
popular fields of study in major universities around the world.
A wealth of imaginative learning projects that will help students build literacy knowledge and skills as they explore literary
genres and themes.
Instant #1 New York Times Bestseller Instant USA TODAY Bestseller The long-anticipated sequel to Sister Souljah’s million copy New York
Times bestseller The Coldest Winter Ever. Winter Santiaga hit time served. Still stunning, still pretty, still bold, still loves her father more than
any man in the world, still got her hustle and high fashion flow. She’s eager to pay back her enemies, rebuild her father’s empire, reset his
crown, and ultimately to snatch Midnight back into her life no matter which bitch had him while she was locked up. But Winter is not the only
one with revenge on her mind. Simone, Winter’s young business partner and friend, is locked and loaded and Winter is her target. Will she
blow Winter’s head off? Can Winter dodge the bullets? Or will at least one bullet blast Winter into another world? Either way Winter is
fearless. Hell is the same as any hood and certainly the Brooklyn hood she grew up in. That’s what Winter thinks. A heartwarming, heartburning, passionate, sexual, comical, and completely original adventure is about to happen in real time—raw, shocking, soulful, and
shameless. True fans won’t let Winter travel alone on this amazing journey.
As documented by health and medical professionals and social and behavioural scientists, stress has a pervasive presence in our society.
The effects of stress on both the individual and our culture have received much attention. This anthology contains twenty essays that are
representative of the author's over one hundred writings about stress.
Founded in 1943, Negro Digest (later “Black World”) was the publication that launched Johnson Publishing. During the most turbulent years
of the civil rights movement, Negro Digest/Black World served as a critical vehicle for political thought for supporters of the movement.
Literature cited in AGRICOLA, Dissertations abstracts international, ERIC, ABI/INFORM, MEDLARS, NTIS, Psychological abstracts, and
Sociological abstracts. Selection focuses on education, legal aspects, career aspects, sex differences, lifestyle, and health. Common format
(bibliographical information, descriptors, and abstracts) and ERIC subject terms used throughout. Contains order information. Subject, author
indexes.

A pioneering, dazzling satire about a biracial black girl from Philadelphia searching for her Jewish father in New York City Oreo is
raised by her maternal grandparents in Philadelphia. Her black mother tours with a theatrical troupe, and her Jewish deadbeat dad
disappeared when she was an infant, leaving behind a mysterious note that triggers her quest to find him. What ensues is a
playful, modernized parody of the classical odyssey of Theseus with a feminist twist, immersed in seventies pop culture, and
mixing standard English, black vernacular, and Yiddish with wisecracking aplomb. Oreo, our young hero, navigates the labyrinth of
sound studios and brothels and subway tunnels in Manhattan, seeking to claim her birthright while unwittingly experiencing and
triggering a mythic journey of self-discovery like no other.
A New York Times bestseller! "Has everything you'd want in a retelling of a classic fairy tale." - Jodi Picoult, New York Times
bestselling author of A Spark of Light and Small Great Things "Absolutely spellbinding." - Stephanie Garber, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Caraval and Legendary In a lush, contemporary fantasy retelling of Beauty and the Beast, Brigid Kemmerer
gives readers another compulsively readable romance perfect for fans of Marissa Meyer. Fall in love, break the curse. It once
seemed so easy to Prince Rhen, the heir to Emberfall. Cursed by a powerful enchantress to repeat the autumn of his eighteenth
year over and over, he knew he could be saved if a girl fell for him. But that was before he learned that at the end of each autumn,
he would turn into a vicious beast hell-bent on destruction. That was before he destroyed his castle, his family, and every last
shred of hope. Nothing has ever been easy for Harper. With her father long gone, her mother dying, and her brother barely holding
their family together while constantly underestimating her because of her cerebral palsy, she learned to be tough enough to
survive. But when she tries to save someone else on the streets of Washington, DC, she's instead somehow sucked into Rhen's
cursed world. Break the curse, save the kingdom. A prince? A monster? A curse? Harper doesn't know where she is or what to
believe. But as she spends time with Rhen in this enchanted land, she begins to understand what's at stake. And as Rhen realizes
Harper is not just another girl to charm, his hope comes flooding back. But powerful forces are standing against Emberfall . . . and
it will take more than a broken curse to save Harper, Rhen, and his people from utter ruin.
Includes "Junior college directory" (formerly Directory of the junior college) 1931-1945
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

"Elegant representations of nature and the four seasons populate a wide range of Japanese genres and media. In Japan
and the Culture of the Four Seasons, Haruo Shirane shows how, when, and why this practice developed and explicates
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the richly encoded social, religious, and political meanings of this imagery. Shirane discusses textual, cultivated, material,
performative, and gastronomic representations of nature. He reveals how this kind of 'secondary nature,' which flourished
in Japan's urban environment, fostered and idealized a sense of harmony with the natural world just at the moment when
it began to recede from view. Illuminating the deeper meaning behind Japanese aesthetics and artifacts, Shirane also
clarifies the use of natural and seasonal topics as well as the changes in their cultural associations and functions across
history, genre, and community over more than a millennium. In this book, the four seasons are revealed to be as much a
cultural construction as a reflection of the physical world."--Back cover.
A gargantuan, mind-altering comedy about the Pursuit of Happiness in America Set in an addicts' halfway house and a
tennis academy, and featuring the most endearingly screwed-up family to come along in recent fiction, Infinite Jest
explores essential questions about what entertainment is and why it has come to so dominate our lives; about how our
desire for entertainment affects our need to connect with other people; and about what the pleasures we choose say
about who we are. Equal parts philosophical quest and screwball comedy, Infinite Jest bends every rule of fiction without
sacrificing for a moment its own entertainment value. It is an exuberant, uniquely American exploration of the passions
that make us human - and one of those rare books that renew the idea of what a novel can do. "The next step in
fiction...Edgy, accurate, and darkly witty...Think Beckett, think Pynchon, think Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts, The
Atlantic
Important Current Affairs January 2019 Capsule in one place. Download the PDF & have command over the General
Awareness Section
An internationally renowned set of experts on epigram offers an introduction, fresh approaches, and new direction to the
study of Hellenistic-era epigram by exploring the models, forms, poetology, sub-genera, intertexts, and ancient and
modern reception of Hellenistic epigram.
The bestselling coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike, and
translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019 PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The House on
Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and what
she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a classic
story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time have touched so many readers.
A first work of non-fiction available in English by the James Joyce Foundation Award-winning Chinese author of Brothers is presented
through a framework of ten common phrases in the Chinese vernacular to offer insight into the nation's modern economic gaps, cultural
transformations and ubiquitous practices of deception.
Here is a book as joyous and painful, as mysterious and memorable, as childhood itself. I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings captures the
longing of lonely children, the brute insult of bigotry, and the wonder of words that can make the world right. Maya Angelou’s debut memoir is
a modern American classic beloved worldwide. Sent by their mother to live with their devout, self-sufficient grandmother in a small Southern
town, Maya and her brother, Bailey, endure the ache of abandonment and the prejudice of the local “powhitetrash.” At eight years old and
back at her mother’s side in St. Louis, Maya is attacked by a man many times her age—and has to live with the consequences for a lifetime.
Years later, in San Francisco, Maya learns that love for herself, the kindness of others, her own strong spirit, and the ideas of great authors
(“I met and fell in love with William Shakespeare”) will allow her to be free instead of imprisoned. Poetic and powerful, I Know Why the
Caged Bird Sings will touch hearts and change minds for as long as people read. “I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings liberates the reader into
life simply because Maya Angelou confronts her own life with such a moving wonder, such a luminous dignity.”—James Baldwin From the
Paperback edition.
Describes Latin American theater from pre-Columbian times to the present, with sections on each country and entries for playwrights,
theaters, and cultural movements, placing them within the context of international literature.
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